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Social implications -The enhancement of heat transfer is a significant topic that gained the attention of researchers in recent years. The importance of topic increases day-by-day because of further demands for downsizing of thermal equipment and heat recovery devices. The aim of thermal designers is to enhance heat transfer rate in thermal devices and to reduce their volume (and/or weight in some applications) by using lower mechanical power for cooling.
Originality/value -The present study might be the first study on determination of thermal transport properties of dual scale porous media yielded interesting results such as considerable enhancement of heat transfer by using proper intraparticle channels in a porous medium.
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Introduction
The application of dual scale porous media is widely faced in daily life, nature and industry. The flowing of a fluid through a fiber mat, woven fiber bundles, multifilament textile fibers, HFF oil filters and fractured porous media are some examples for the application of the fluid flow through a dual scale porous media. In the case of temperature difference between flowing fluid and porous structure (such as drying of a wet thick fiber mat), the energy equations for the porous structure and fluid should be added into the motion equations. A dual scale porous medium is a porous structure in which the solid region is also permeable since there are pores in the solid in which fluid can flow. A schematic view of a dual scale porous media is shown in Figure 1 . As illustrated, there are two kinds of pores in a dual scale porous medium. The first type, known as interparticle pore, is the main pore of the porous structure and exists between the particles. The second type called intraparticle pore exists within the particles since the particles are permeable. Furthermore, three types of porosities can be defined for a dual scale porous media as interparticle, intraparticle and bulk porosities. These porosities can be defined by following equalities:
Where « f , « p and « t are the interparticle, intraparticle and bulk porosities, respectively. The volumes of interparticle, intraparticle and total pores are shown by V vf , V vp and V vt respectively. Furthermore, V p and V t are the total volumes of solid phase and dual scale porous media. The size of interparticle pores is generally greater than the intraparticle pores and consequently, the interparticle porosity is generally greater than the intraparticle porosity. The inter-and intraparticle pores are also called as macro and micro pores by some researchers (Yu and Cheng, 2002) . The fluid flow in a dual scale porous medium can also be classified into two types as inter-and intraparticle flows. The mechanism of heat and fluid flow in porous media is complex due to the existence of different phases and it is difficult to obtain the exact temperature, velocity and pressure fields for the entire porous medium. The application of macroscopic method can overcome difficulties, such as the complexity of the flow in the pores, discontinuity of the flow field, differences in the thermophysical properties of phases (Ingham and Pop, 2005) . On the other hand, the application of the macroscopic method requires knowledge of the macroscopic transport properties of the studied porous medium, such as permeability and interfacial heat transfer coefficient (Celik et al., 2017) . These transport properties can be determined experimentally or theoretically. The continuity, momentum and energy equations can be solved for the pore level of a porous medium and then the macroscopic transport parameters, such as permeability, interfacial convective heat transfer coefficient and thermal dispersion conductivity can be obtained by using volume average technique.
Improvements in computer and software technologies facilitate the computational determination of the interfacial convective heat transfer coefficient for a porous medium. Periodic porous media can be easily modeled using a computer, while techniques such as Interfacial heat transfer coefficient tomography can be employed to obtain a digital representation of a heterogeneous porous medium with complex pore structure. An example study for determining interfacial convective heat transfer coefficient with a pore scale computational approach is the study of Kuwahara et al. (2000) , who studied the heat and fluid flow between isothermal square rods with a staggered arrangement under thermally non-equilibrium condition. A correlation for the Nusselt number was proposed for a wide range of porosity, Prandtl and Reynolds numbers. Saito and de Lemos (2005) also determined the interfacial heat transfer coefficient numerically for an infinite porous medium in which fully developed flow condition is valid. Furthermore, Ozgumus and Mobedi (2014) investigated the effects of the pore to throat size ratio on the interfacial heat transfer coefficient for a periodic porous media containing an inline array of rectangular rods numerically. The study was performed for the pore to throat size ratios between 1.63 and 7.46, porosities from 0.7 to 0.9 and Reynolds numbers between 1 and 100. It was observed that in addition to porosity and Reynolds number, the parameter of the pore to throat size ratio plays an important role in the heat transfer in porous media.
An extensive literature survey on determining macroscopic transport properties in porous media showed that numerous studies on determination of permeability in a dual scale porous media were conducted. Those studies were summarized by Sabet and Mobedi (2016) . However, to the best of our knowledge, no study has been done to determine interfacial heat transfer coefficients through dual scaled porous media. The value of interfacial heat transfer coefficient for local non-thermal equilibrium heat transfer is a requirement should be known accurately. This lack of knowledge motivated the authors to do the present study to have an idea about the value of the interfacial heat transfer coefficient and to investigate the variation of this coefficient with different geometrical and flow parameters.
In this study, the interfacial convective heat transfer coefficient of porous media consisting of the square rods with different values of interparticle and intraparticle porosity are examined numerically to determine the effects of both types of porosities on the interfacial heat transfer coefficient between the solid and fluid. Furthermore, the pressure drop through the porous medium is calculated and then, the enhancement of heat transfer and change of pressure drop through the porous media is measured by inserting intraparticle pores in the solid particles. The present study might be the first study on determination of thermal transport properties of a dual scale porous media yielded interesting results such a considerable enhancement of heat transfer by using proper intraparticle channels in a porous medium.
The considered dual scale porous media
The geometry of the considered porous media and representative elementary volume (REV) are shown in Figure 2 . A periodical REV with the dimensions of H Â H is chosen as the computational domain. The flow in the REV is assumed fully developed and periodical. The permeable square particles are placed with an in-line arrangement. The number of symmetrical intraparticle pores is two in longitudinal flow direction for the entire present study. The height of the intraparticle pore is shown by "d" and changes from 0.2D to 0.75D, where D is the size of a square particle. The interparticle porosity is changed between 0.4 and 0.75 while the intraparticle porosity varies between 0.2 and 0.75. The fluid flowing through the medium is assumed to be Newtonian and incompressible with constant thermophysical properties. The flow is laminar and the study is performed for air with a density of 1.225 kg/m 3 and dynamics viscosity of 1.7894 Â 10 À5 kg/ms. The calculations are performed for the pore scaled Reynolds number between 50 and 600.
HFF

Governing equations and boundary conditions for determination of interfacial convective heat transfer coefficient
The fluid flow in inter-and intra-particle pores is assumed incompressible and steady. The continuity and momentum equations are solved to determine the velocity and pressure distributions in the pores. These equations in Cartesian coordinate can be written as follows:
where u and v are the velocity components in x and y directions and p is the pressure. r and are density and kinematic viscosity of fluid, respectively. The energy equation for the fluid and solid phases should be solved to determine the temperature distribution in entire porous media and then find the interfacial convective heat transfer coefficient.
For a particle in porous media, the pore scale Biot number can be defined as follows: 
Where h sf , l and k s are defined as solid-fluid surface interfacial heat transfer coefficient, characteristic length of particle and thermal conductivity of solid phase. The value of l (particle size in this study) is small and k s is high for many solids in practical applications such as metals (in metal foams) and stones (in rock). Hence, B i number takes small values (i.e. B i (1) permitting researchers to apply constant temperature assumptions for solid phase. Hence, there might be no need to solve the heat conduction equation for solid (Celik et al., 2017) . To solve equations (2-5), the boundary conditions for velocities and temperature at the boundaries of REVs and at the fluid-solid interfaces are necessary. As Figure 2 (b) shows, the boundary conditions for the microscopic equations are chosen as symmetry for the top and the bottom of the REV. The velocity and temperature gradients at the fluid outlet boundary are zero; therefore, no diffusion transport exists. Finally, the periodic velocity and temperature profiles are generated for the inlet and outlet boundaries. The employed boundary conditions in a mathematical statement can be written as follows: On the solid walls:
On the fluid-solid interfaces:
For the top and the bottom boundaries:
For the inlet boundary:
For the outlet boundary:
The method for periodic boundary conditions of motion and heat transfer equations for the considered REV (determination of f (y) and g (y)) are described in the next section. For a quantity in a REV shown with the volume of V, two following types of volume averaging exist:
which are called as volume average and intrinsic volume average of f quantity, respectively. By using these definitions and applying them to the pore scale energy equation HFF for solid and fluid, and doing some mathematical manipulation, the steady-state volume averaged energy equation for solid and fluid can be yielded as follows:
where hTi s and hTi f are volume averaged solid and fluid temperatures. If the pore scale energy equation (5) and volume averaged equation, i.e. equation (15) for fluid are compared, it can be seen, there are three new coefficients energy equation as stagnant thermal conductivity (i.e. k stag,f ) thermal dispersion conductivity(i.e. k disp ) and interfacial heat transfer coefficient (i.e. h v ). Similarly, there are two new coefficients in the volume averaged energy equation for solid equation (15) as stagnant thermal conductivity for solid (i.e. k stag,s ) and the same interfacial heat transfer coefficient (i.e. h v ). It should be mentioned that stagnant thermal conductivity involves material thermal conductivity (« k f for fluid phase and (1À« )k s for solid phase) and the effect of thermal tortuosity (k tort ). Hence, to find the volume averaged temperature, stagnant and dispersion thermal conductivity and interfacial heat transfer coefficient should be known. The present paper studies the numerical determination of the interfacial heat transfer coefficient and dispersion thermal conductivity for dual scale porous media.
Discussions on the above terms have been performed in details in the study of Ozgumus et al. (2013) . As it was mentioned above, the final term in equations (15) and (16) refers heat transfer between solid and fluid phases in porous media. To determine its value, the interfacial convective heat transfer coefficient between solid and fluid is defined:
Where h sf is the interfacial convective heat transfer coefficient, A sf is the solid-fluid interface area. It should be mentioned that there are two definitions of interfacial heat transfer coefficient as surface area based (h sf (W/m 2 K)) and volumetric based hv (W/m 3 K). The relation between them is given in the equation as follows:
Where A ss is the volumetric surface area and is defined as A ss = A sf /V. In this study, there are two types of the surface areas, i.e. the inter-and intra-particle surface area. The effect of them on heat transfer area might be different. In some cases, intraparticle surface area may not have any effect while for some structures its effect might be considerable. This concept must be studied well; however, in this work, the interfacial heat transfer coefficient based on the total area is selected to analyze. The interfacial Nusselt number can also be defined as follows:
Interfacial heat transfer coefficient
As can be seen from equation (19) in this study, the dimension of the REV (i.e. H) is selected as characteristic length to define Nusselt number. The same behavior is also observed in numerous other reported studies (Kuwahara et al., 2000, Ozgumus and Mobedi, 2014) . Furthermore, to compare the Nusselt number of dual scale with mono-scaled porosity, equation (19) is modified. The Nusselt number of equation (19) involves the total area of the dual scaled porous media. This area is different from the area of mono-scaled porosity porous media. The comparison of them may not provide a correct idea about the enhancement heat transfer, that is why the heat transfer coefficient of dual scaled porous media should be revised based on the heat transfer area of the corresponding mono-scaled porous structure with the same particle dimension and interparticle porosity.
where h * sf is the modified heat transfer coefficient based on the area of corresponding monoscaled porous structure. Pressure drop calculations are also studied since the power needed by a fan (or pump) directly depends on pressure drop. To achieve an opinion about the pressure drop in the channel, the definition of the friction factor is used. Friction factor for considered REV with Darcy velocity of u m can be defined as:
Where DP/H shows pressure drop along the REV (i.e. average pressure difference between inlet and outlet of REV).
Numerical procedure and computational details
The pore level heat and fluid flow equations are solved for the considered REV Figure 2 (b). The number of grids is chosen as 400 x 400 for the entire domain. A commercial code based on finite volume method is used to solve the governing equations, computationally. The power law scheme is employed to treat the discretization of the convection terms in the momentum equation. The SIMPLE method is used for handling the pressure-velocity coupling. The approximate errors (i.e. residuals) are set to 10 À9 and 10 À12 for flow variables and temperature, respectively. As can be seen from Figure 3 , the grid independency study is 
Nu
Grid Number HFF done for two-dimensional dual scale porous medium sample with « f = 0.75, « p = 0.2 and Re = 100 is displayed and, the discretization with grid number of 160,000 is sufficient to achieve acceptable results.
Iterative procedure for obtaining periodical fluid flow boundaries
The function f (y) equation (11) provides hydraulic periodicity for the inlet and outlet boundaries of the considered REV. The employed iterative procedure is described in Figure 4(a) showing the inlet and outlet velocity profiles obtained for determination of velocity profile. Firstly, a uniform velocity profile is assumed. Secondly, after solving the governing equations and obtaining the velocity field, the outlet velocity profile of the first run is used as the inlet boundary condition for the second run and the problem is solved again. This iteration continues until the identical velocity profiles at the inlet and outlet boundaries are achieved and the periodicity of the velocity field could be attained. Interfacial heat transfer coefficient 4.2 Iterative procedure for obtaining periodical thermal boundaries As seen in Figure 4(b) , to compute the interfacial convective heat transfer coefficient, periodical temperature boundaries should be subsisted at the inlet and outlet boundaries of the REV because of the infinite periodical structure of porous medium and fully developed condition. The temperature profile function g(y) assigned at the inlet fluid boundary can provide thermal periodicity. This function is found by the accompanying technique;
Toward the start of this iterative procedure, a uniform temperature, different from the solid temperature is defined for the fluid inlet boundary. The temperature field for the complete fluid space is acquired by solving the energy equation for fluid. The temperature profile for the inlet of the next computation is determined from the dimensionless temperature profile at the outlet boundary of the previous iteration.
The iterative process will be terminated when the dimensionless temperature distribution between the inlet and outlet and no variety of the interfacial Nusselt number are observed. Since a thermally, fully developed convection heat transfer is valid, no change of the dimensionless temperature and interfacial convective heat transfer should be observed in the sequential REVs through the flow direction in the porous medium.
The dimensionless temperature is defined by:
where T s and T b are the solid and bulk temperatures, respectively. T b was defined as follows.
Results and discussions
Before starting to investigate the effects of inter-and intraparticle porosity on the interfacial convective heat transfer coefficient, some studies on porous structures reported in the literature are selected to approve the validations of our computations. The interfacial convective Nusselt number for the selected porous structure are obtained and compared with the results of the reported studies. The validation is performed for the computation of the interfacial convective heat transfer coefficient by solving the microscopic Navier-Stokes and energy equations for fluid phase. The porous media with square rods in in-line arrangement and porosity of 0.75 is created. After solving the equations, the interfacial Nusselt numbers found for this porous media are compared with the results of Ozgumus and Mobedi (2014) , Kuwahara et al. (2000) , Penha et al. (2011) and Gamrat et al. (2008) and the comparison is shown in Figure 5 . As demonstrated in Figure 5 , there is an excellent agreement between the results of the present study and the literature results for an extensive variety of Reynolds number.
To compare different temperature fields, a dimensionless temperature definition is used and defined as follows:
Where T min and T max are the minimum and maximum temperatures in the REV, respectively. The streamlines and temperature distribution contours for « f = 0.75, « p = 0.2 and 0.75 are shown in Figure 6 for Re = 50 and 600, respectively. As can be seen from Figure  6 (a), three flow paths are observed in REV as the main flow passing through the interparticle region, the secondary flows occur in gaps between the solid particles and finally the fluid flow through the intraparticle area. For the low value of « p (i.e. « p = 0.2), the flow in intraparticle region is weak; however, a straight and strong main flow in the interparticle region from the inlet to outlet boundary exists as shown in Figure 6 Interfacial heat transfer coefficient the particles and intraparticle flow inside the particles. The main differences between flow paths of Figure 6 and 7 are:
(1) The main flow enters more to the top and bottom gaps for Re = 50.
(2) Number of secondary flows in the upper and lower gaps increases. The temperature distribution of Figures 6 and 7 are almost the same. By reducing « f to 0.4, the interface area of top and bottom gaps increases, while the volume of voids decreases. That is why most of the fluid intraparticle region of Figure 7 is more affected by the temperature of solid walls. 
Interfacial heat transfer coefficient
The variation of the interfacial Nu with intraparticle porosity for different Re values and three interparticle porosity are shown in Figure 8 . As can be seen from the Figure 8(a) , the interfacial Nu number increases with « p . The rate of increase depends on Re number. For larger values of Re number (e.g. Re = 600), the rate of increase is higher than smaller values of Re number (e.g. Re = 50). The increase of Nu with « p can be easily explained because the inactive region between particles in the upper and lower gaps are destroyed by flowing of fluid entering to the intraparticle region. Figure 8(b) represents the interfacial Nu values for the interparticle porosity of 0.6 when « p changes between 0.2 and 0.6. For Re = 50, 100 and 250, the Nu values increase with the intraparticle porosity. This increase is also observed for Re = 450 and 600 up to « p = 0.4, but for the « p = 0.6 a slight decrease in Nu value ascertained. In Figure 8 (c), the interparticle porosity is 0.4 while the intraparticle porosity (12). By increasing of Re number, the temperature difference increases due to the strong convective flows in the main interparticle region and it causes a slight decrease in Nusselt number. Figure 9 indicates the ratio of modified Nusselt number of dual scale porous media to Nu number of the corresponding (the same intraparticle porosity) mono-scale porous media. In Figure 9 , Nu o represents Nusselt number of the mono-scaled porous media. As can be seen from Figure 9 (a), the ratio of Nu numbers for « p = 0.2 are almost the same for all studied cases and are near unity. The rate of heat transfer enhancement increases by increasing the Reynolds number and intraparticle porosity due to destroying the secondary flows in the top Interfacial heat transfer coefficient and bottom gaps of the REV. It is clear that if the value of (Nu*/Nu o ) is greater than 1, the enhancement of heat transfer exists. This enhancement for « p = 0.6 reaches 200 per cent (or 3 times) which is very high value. For low values of the interparticle porosity = 0.6 (« f = 0.6 and « f = 0.4, Figures 9(b) and (c) ), the significant of the intraparticle porosity increases when « p < 0.4. For the low values of intraparticle porosity as « p = 0.2, the rate of heat transfer enhancement considerably changes with Reynolds number. The interesting point of Figures 9 (b) and (c) is that the rate of heat transfer enhancement reduces by intraparticle porosity after « p = 0.3 for high Reynolds number. Figure 9 shows that the rate of heat transfer increases with an increase of intraparticle porosity for the low values of Re number (i.e. Re = 50). However, for high values or Re number (i.e. Re = 600), there is an optimum value for intraparticle porosity in which maximum heat transfer enhancement occurs. For the considered problem, it seems that for « f = 0.4 and « f = 0.6, the maximum heat transfer enhancement occurs around « p = 0.3 (around 300 per cent) for Re = 600, 450 and 250. However, for « f = 0.75, the maximum heat transfer enhancement is observed at « p = 0.6 for Re = 600 and 450. The enhancement of heat transfer with dual scale porous media seems very ac\attractive compared with other passive heat transfer enhancement methods (such as Manca et al., 2011 , Kalidasan et al., 2018 , Pop et al., 2017 . Figure 10 is prepared to show the change of overall heat transfer enhancement with Re, inter and intraparticle porosity. The comparison of the ratio of heat transfer enhancement and the increase of pressure drop between a dual scale and mono-scale porous media with governing parameters are presented. The (Nu*/Nu o )/(f/f o ) ratio of shows the change of overall performance of heat transfer in a porous medium by using intraparticle voids. As intraparticle channels are provided inside the particles, heat transfer considerably increases; however; the pressure drop through the porous media does not change or only a comparatively smaller increase exists. For instance, a porous medium with « p = 0.4, the opening of channel with an intrinsic porosity of « p = 0.4 can enhance heat transfer by 300 per cent with almost no change of pressure drop. Figure 10 also shows that the overall performance of heat transfer enhancement depends on Reynolds number and intraparticle size. By increasing the Reynolds number and intraparticle porosity, the overall performance of heat transfer enhancement increases for the studies range of the governing parameters.
Conclusion
Fluid flow and heat transfer in a dual scale two-dimensional porous media consisting of square rods were investigated, numerically. The continuity, Navier-Stokes and energy equations both for intra and interparticle pores and entire REV of dual scale porous media were solved. The present study revealed that the intraparticle porosity plays an important role in heat transfer through a dual scale porous medium. Based on the obtained results and the performed discussion, following observations can be concluded:
(1) Heat transfer rate in a porous media increases with the inserting pores in the particle in the flow direction. The enhancement of heat transfer by inserting intraparticle pores is very interesting and attain to 300 per cent if it is compared with the mono-scale porous media. Interfacial heat transfer coefficient
As can be seen, the results of the study are very interesting especially from heat transfer enhancement point of view. However, further studies are required. For instance, studies should be performed to analyzed the rate of the heat transfer enhancement for different shapes and arrangements of particles and a wider range of porosity. The other important parameter influencing heat transfer enhancement is the direction of pores. In the present study, the intraparticle pores are in flow direction, hence the enhancement rate of heat transfer for different directions of pores must also be investigated.
